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Abstract

Data augmentation aims at expanding training
data with clean text using noising schemes to
improve the performance of grammatical er-
ror correction (GEC). In practice, there are a
great number of real error patterns in the man-
ually annotated training data. We argue that
these real error patterns can be introduced into
clean text to effectively generate more real and
high quality synthetic data, which is not fully
explored by previous studies. Moreover, we
also find that linguistic knowledge can be in-
corporated into data augmentation for generat-
ing more representative and more diverse syn-
thetic data. In this paper, we propose a novel
data augmentation method that fully considers
the real error patterns and the linguistic knowl-
edge for the GEC task. We conduct extensive
experiments on public data sets and the exper-
imental results show that our method outper-
forms several strong baselines with far less ex-
ternal unlabeled clean text data, highlighting
its extraordinary effectiveness in the GEC task
that lacks large-scale labeled training data.

1 Introduction

Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) is the task of
automatically detecting and correcting grammati-
cal errors of texts into natural and correct forms,
which is an important topic in the field of education,
especially in language learning.

In recent years, different methods have been
proposed to improve the performance of the GEC
models. Some early studies (Gamon et al., 2008;
Tetreault et al., 2010; Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011;
Berend et al., 2013; Rozovskaya and Roth, 2014)
take GEC as a classification task and rely much on
hand-crafted rules. More recently, the technique
of neural machine translation is applied to GEC
and has made remarkable performance (Zhao et al.,
2019; Awasthi et al., 2019; Kiyono et al., 2019;
Kaneko et al., 2020; Omelianchuk et al., 2020).

Due to insufficient parallel training data publicly

Figure 1: An example of real error patterns extracted
from existing training data with annotations in M2 for-
mat.

available, the GEC task is often considered as a
low-resource sequence generation task (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018). In order to address this
issue, many data augmentation methods have been
proposed for generating synthetic pseudo training
data to improve the performance of GEC. Some
works focus on the edit-based approach. For exam-
ple, Zhao et al. (2019) use four basic edit operations
for error introduction, which are random deletion,
random insertion, random substitution and random
shuffling. Takahashi et al. (2020) use more fine-
grained noising strategies by replacing the words
in a sentence with those of the same type randomly
chosen from the dictionary. Some works focus on
the back-translation-based method, which attempt
to train a sequence-to-sequence model to translate
correct sentences into wrong ones. For example,
Xie et al. (2018) generate synthetic parallel data
by first training a noising model with the reversed
GEC data, and then using the trained noising model
to translate correct sentences into error-contained
ones. Some other studies utilize a large number
of edit records from Wikipedia in different peri-
ods of time for data augmentation. For example,
Lichtarge et al. (2019) extract source and target
sentence pairs from the Wikipedia edit histories
and treate them as real-world errors.

Although previous data augmentation studies
have achieved good results, there are still two
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points that can be improved: (1) We find that most
of the existing methods introduce errors through
random strategies, such as random deletion of
words and random replacement of words, similar
to the work of Zhao et al. (2019) and Awasthi et al.
(2019). This random noise introduction strategy
will generate unreal and low-quality synthetic er-
rors which could be further propagated into the
GEC model and harm its performance. However,
there are a large number of real error patterns in
the manually annotated training data. As shown in
Figure 1, there are three real error patterns existed
in the annotated sentence "This are gramamtical
sentence.", which are "are"→ "is", "null"→ "a"
and "gramamtical" → "grammatical". We argue
that these real error patterns can be incorporated
into data augmentation to effectively generate more
real and high-quality synthetic data, which is less
explicitly explored by previous studies. (2) Few
previous studies have fully considered the linguis-
tic knowledge in data augmentation, which can also
be incorporated to improve the representativeness
and diversity of the generated synthetic data.

To this end, we propose a novel data augmenta-
tion method for the GEC task, which consists of
four types of noising schemes, namely the real error
pattern based noising scheme, the synonym noising
scheme, the inflection noising scheme and the func-
tional word noising scheme. The real error pattern
based noising scheme is designed for introducing
the real errors made by English learners into clean
text to generate high-quality synthetic data. The
other three schemes are designed for incorporating
linguistic knowledge to generate more representa-
tive and more diverse synthetic data. These gener-
ated synthetic data can be used as pseudo training
data for the GEC task. The main contributions of
our work are as followed:

(1) We propose a real error pattern based nois-
ing scheme for introducing the real errors made by
learners into clean text to effectively generate more
real and high-quality synthetic data. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that introduces
real error patterns extracted from the manually an-
notated training data into the GEC task.

(2) We also propose three novel noising schemes
that fully incorporate linguistic knowledge into data
augmentation. We will demonstrate the effective-
ness of the linguistic noising schemes in the GEC
task.

2 Our Method

In this section, we first give the task definition of
data augmentation in section 2.1 and then describe
the overview architecture of our method in section
2.2. Finally, we will describe our proposed noising
schemes that incorporate real error patterns and
linguistic knowledge in detail in section 2.3.

2.1 Task Definition

Given a correct sentence X = (x1, x2, · · · , xm)
where xi is the ith word in X and the set of noising
schemes F = {f1, f2, · · · , fk} where fj is one of
the noising schemes. For each word xi randomly
selected from X , we randomly select a noising
scheme fj from F with equal probability to intro-
duce noise into the word xi and produce the noised
word x̃i, as in Equation 1:

x̃i = fj(xi) (1)

After the noising operation, we can obtain a gen-
erated noised sentence X̃ = (x̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃m) in
which each word x̃i has been noised from the word
xi through different noising schemes randomly se-
lected from F . Data augmentation is to combine X̃
and X to construct a parallel sentence pair (X̃,X)
as pseudo training data. Performing the described
noising process on an unlabeled clean text corpus,
we can obtain a considerable number of pseudo
sentence pairs as supplement for the original GEC
training data.

2.2 Overview Architecture of Our Method

As shown in Figure 2, our method consists of
three components: data augmentation, model pre-
training and model fine-tuning. For the compo-
nent of data augmentation, given an unlabeled
clean text corpus Dclean = {X1, X2, · · · , Xn}
where Xi is a correct sentence, we first use
our proposed noising schemes to introduce er-
rors into Dclean and get a noised pseudo corpus
Dnoised = {X̃1, X̃2, · · · , X̃n} where each sen-
tence X̃i is noised from the sentence Xi through
the data augmentation process described in section
2.1. We then combine Dnoised and Dclean to con-
struct the pseudo training data, which is denoted as
Dpseudo = {(X̃1, X1), (X̃2, X2), · · · , (X̃n, Xn)}.
For the component of pre-training, we use the gen-
erated pseudo training data Dpseudo to pre-train a
coarse GEC model. After that, we finetune the pre-
trained coarse model with the annotated GEC train-
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ing data and obtain the final GEC model, which is
finally used to generate results on testing data.

Figure 2: Overview architecture of our proposed
method. Our method consists of three components,
which are data augmentation using our proposed nois-
ing schemes, pre-training the model using the gener-
ated noised pseudo data and fine-tuning the final model
using the original labeled training data.

2.3 Proposed Noising Schemes

As mentioned earlier, the real error patterns ex-
tracted from the existing annotated training data
and some linguistic knowledge can be effectively
incorporated into the data augmentation strategies.
In this section, we describe our proposed noising
schemes in detail.

2.3.1 Real Error Pattern based Scheme
In practice, the training data used in the task of
GEC are usually real-world writings created by
English learners, such as the FCE (First Certifi-
cate in English) 1 dataset and the NUCLE (NUS
Corpus of Learner English) 2 dataset. The FCE
dataset contains exam scripts written by candidates
of the Cambridge ESOL First Certificate in English
(FCE) examination and the NUCLE dataset con-
sists of essays written by students at the National
University of Singapore on a wide range of topics.
In these datasets, experts annotate the grammatical
errors in each sentence with detailed information,
such as error position, error type and error’s correct
form. Most of the current GEC datasets provide
M2 format files (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012) to store
these annotations.

1https://ilexir.co.uk/datasets/index.html
2https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/%7Enlp/corpora.html

As shown in Figure 1, the original incorrect sen-
tence "This are gramamtical sentence." is anno-
tated in M2 format. There are three grammati-
cal errors in the sentence which are annotated as
A1, A2 and A3. From the annotations, we can ex-
tract the real error patterns and reverse them as our
data augmentation scheme, which is in the form
of p = {wordcorrect : wordwrong}. Take A1 as an
example, the word "are" has a VERB:SVA (subject-
verb agreement) error and its correct form is the
word "is". Then we can construct a noising scheme
{"is": "are" }, which means that we substitute the
correct word "is" with the wrong word "are" for
noise introduction.

Using this method, we can extract all of the
real error patterns in the GEC datasets from the
M2 files and construct our real error pattern based
noising scheme, which are denoted as P =
{p1, p2, · · · , pn}. By using our proposed real er-
ror pattern based noising scheme, we can generate
more real and high-quality synthetic data as pseudo
training data. It should be noted that a correct word
may correspond to different erroneous forms in dif-
ferent contexts. For example, the erroneous form
of the word "is" could either be the word "are" in
the sentence "This are gramamtical sentence." or
be the word "was" in the sentence "He was singing
now.". Hence, the same correct word may corre-
spond to different wrong words in those noising
schemes pi of P .

2.3.2 Linguistic Knowledge based Scheme

It is generally believed that writing is a representa-
tion of language learning by learners. When learn-
ers fail to learn certain language knowledge well,
they are likely to make grammatical errors related
to the knowledge. That is, the linguistic knowledge
is actually associated with the GEC data. To this
end, we argue that the linguistic knowledge that the
learners need to learn and master can be effectively
integrated into the noising strategy.

A variety of linguistic knowledge can be incor-
porated into GEC data augmentation. Based on
the error types of ERRANT 3 (Bryant et al., 2017)
and the statistics on the GEC datasets, we propose
the synonym noising scheme, the inflection noising
scheme and the functional word noising scheme
for incorporating linguistic knowledge into data
augmentation.

3A toolkit for automatically annotating parallel English
sentences with error type information.
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Specifically, we first use ERRANT to label the
error type of each grammatical error in the GEC
datasets. Then, we analyze the characteristics and
linguistic patterns of each error type. We find that
certain kinds of error types are similar and can be
grouped into a category, which is shown in Table 1.
For example, noun, verb, adverb, adjective errors
are about synonym misuse. Form errors, inflection
errors, noun number errors, subject-verb agreement
errors and morphology errors are related to inflec-
tion. Prepositions, determiners errors and so on
are functional word errors. And there remain some
error types that are individual and is not easy to be
grouped together (Other Error Types in Table 1).
We select the synonym, inflection and functional
word categories as our noising schemes, as they
cover most of the error types (18 among 25).

Synonym
NOUN, VERB, ADV, ADJ

Inflection
VERB:FORM, ADJ:FORM, NOUN:INFL, VERB:INFL,
NOUN:NUM, VERB:SVA, MORPH

Functional Word
PREP, DET, PRONOUN, CONJ, PART, CONTR

Other Error Types
OTHER, WO, ORTH, SPELL, NOUN:POSS, PUNCT,
VERB:TENSE

Table 1: Error type analysis. We find that certain kinds
of error types are similar and can be grouped into a
category. Error types that are individual and is not easy
to be grouped together are put in Other Error Types
in the table.

Synonym Noising Scheme. We analyze various
error patterns in the GEC datasets according to er-
ror types and find that certain types of grammatical
errors are closely related to synonyms, such as noun
errors, verb errors, adjective errors, and adverb er-
rors. We list some examples related to the synonym
error according to different error types in Table 2.
As shown in Table 2, the misused word "moment",
"told", "big" and "sincerely" are all synonyms of
the correct word "time", "said", "wide" and "faith-
fully" respectively. We believe that these types of
errors are caused by the learners’ confusion over
the use of synonyms.

Inspired by this, we propose the synonym nois-
ing scheme to mimic such type of errors. When
using it to introduce noise into the word xi, we first
generate the synonym list of xi. Then we randomly

Error Type Misused Word Correct Word
Noun "moment" "time"
Verb "told" "said"
Adjective "big" "wide"
Adverb "sincerely" "faithfully"

Table 2: Examples of synonym-related errors accord-
ing to error types. Words in the "Misused Word" col-
umn are mistaken for the words in the "Correct Word"
column.

select a word from the synonym list as the noised
version x̃i.

Sometimes a word may be substituted with its
synonym without changing the basic meanings of
the sentence. At that time the noised sentence plays
a role in diversifying the training corpus.

Inflection Noising Scheme. Inflection is one of
the characteristics of English and other inflection
languages such as French and German. Noun de-
clension and verb conjugation are two types of
inflections which are mainly manifested in the
changes of word suffices in English such as "-s"
in noun number changing and"-ed" in verb time
changing. For example, the noun "book" may be-
come the plural form "books", which belongs to
the noun number declension. The verb "is" may
become "are", which is the conjugation of verb
number.

English contains a lot of inflections, which re-
quire learners to learn and master in the process of
language learning. To this end, we use inflection as
one of the linguistic knowledge to be introduced as
noises into the correct text. For a word xi, We first
obtain its inflection word list and randomly select
one of these possible inflection forms as the noise
introduction result x̃i.

Functional Word Noising Scheme. Functional
words such as prepositions, pronouns, and deter-
miners refer to words that achieve certain functions
in a sentence. Statistics 4 show that about 26%
of grammatical errors in the GEC datasets belong
to functional word errors, which takes up a large
proportion of the errors made by English learners.
Therefore, we take functional word replacement as
one of the noising schemes to generate functional
word misuse errors, such as the misuse of word

4We made statistics on grammatical error types on FCE,
NUCLE and Lang-8 datasets.
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Type Examples
Contraction "’s", "’m", "’t", "’ve", "’ll", "’d"
Determiner "a", "all", "another", "both"
Particle "away", "at", "back", "by"
Preposition "aboard", "above", "across"
Pronoun "I", "me", "we", "us", "you"
Conjunction "after", "although", "because"

Table 3: Word lists for functional words. Words in the
same list belong to the same type.

"at" as word "in".
We create a word list for each type of the func-

tional words. Each word list is a functional word
collection of a specific type. For example, the
preposition word list contains words such as "in",
"at", "on", "from", "to", etc. We created 6 word
lists in total for prepositions, particles, pronouns,
conjunctions, contractions, and determiners respec-
tively. Examples of each word list is listed in Ta-
ble 3.

For a word xi that needs to be noised, we look
for it in the 6 word lists. If it exists in a certain
word list, a word is randomly selected from the list
as the noised version x̃i.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

We use the FCE dataset (Yannakoudakis et al.,
2011) 5, National University of Singapore Corpus
of Learner English (NUCLE) (Dahlmeier et al.,
2013) 6 and Lang-8 Corpus of Learner English
(Lang-8) (Mizumoto et al., 2011) 7 as training data
and use CoNLL-2013 (Ng et al., 2013) 8 as devel-
opment data. We use the CoNLL-2014 (Ng et al.,
2014) 9 dataset as test data, and report the precision,
recall and F0.5 with the MaxMatch (M2) scorer
(Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012). Following previous
works, we exclude error-free sentences from the
Lang-8 corpus. The training set contains roughly
1.2M sentence pairs, and the validation set consists
of about 1.4K pairs.

We use the One Billion Word Benchmark
(OBC) (Chelba et al., 2013) 10 as the seed corpus
for data augmentation. It is a large sentence-level

5https://ilexir.co.uk/datasets/index.html
6https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/ nlp/corpora.html
7https://sites.google.com/site/naistlang8corpora/
8https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/ nlp/conll13st.html
9https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/ nlp/conll14st.html

10https://www.statmt.org/lm-benchmark/

English corpus for language modeling produced
from the WMT 2011 News Crawl data. The cor-
pus contains roughly 30M sentence pairs. In our
experiment, we utilize merely approximately 4.5M
data of the OBC corpus. Since the error-free Lang-
8 sentences are excluded from the training data,
we also use them as part of the data for augmenta-
tion, which contains approximately 0.5M sentences.
Therefore, the total number of sentences we use for
data augmentation is merely 5M. The summary of
each dataset used in our experiment is presented in
Table 4.

Dataset #Pairs Split
FCE-train 32,073 Train
NUCLE 57,119 Train
Lang-8 1,097,274 Train
CoNLL-2013 1,381 Valid
CoNLL-2014 1,312 Test
OBC (partial) 4.5M Pretrain

Table 4: Summary of each dataset. #Pairs indicates the
number of sentence pairs in each dataset.

3.2 Training Strategy
We use a two-stage of training strategy in this paper,
which is the pre-training stage and the fine-tuning
stage.

In the pre-training stage, we first roughly pre-
train a coarse GEC model with the pseudo data
generated through our proposed data augmentation
method. In the fine-tuning stage, we then finetune
the pre-trained coarse GEC model with the anno-
tated GEC training data (i.e., FCE, NUCLE and
Lang-8) to obtain the final GEC model.

3.3 Settings
We use the Transformer-copy model (Zhao et al.,
2019) 11 as our sequence-to-sequence architecture,
which is a variant of the Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017). The encoder of the model has 6 layers,
with a self-attention module of 8 attention heads
and a feed-forward module of 4,096 dimensions in
each layer. Each module is followed by a residual
connection and batch normalization. The decoder
of the model also has 6 layers, and each layer is
similar to the encoder layer, except that there is an
additional encoder-decoder attention module with
8 attention heads between the self-attention module
and the feed-forward module. The embedding and

11https://github.com/yuantiku/fairseq-gec
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hidden size of the model are 512. The number of
copy attention heads is set to 1.

We construct a 50,000-word dictionary by ex-
tracting words from the spell-corrected Lang-8
dataset. Hyper-parameters of our method in the pre-
training stage and the fine-tuning stage are shown
in Table 5.

Pre-Training Fine-Tuning
max epoch 30 30
batch size 64 64
max tokens 3,000 3,000
clip norm 2 2
learning rate 2e-3 1e-3
min lr 1e-4 -
lr shrink 9.99e-3 9.5e-2
dropout 2e-1 2e-1
lr scheduler - triangular
max lr - 4e-3

Table 5: Hyper-parameters of the GEC model. The sec-
ond column are hyper-parameters for pretraining and
the third column are for fine-tuning. "lr" indicates learn-
ing rate.

For the settings of our proposed noising schemes,
we utilize WordNet (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012) 12,
a lexical database of English, to obtain the syn-
onyms of a given word. We use word_forms
13, a Python package for generating all forms of
an English word based on WordNet and the Xtag
Project 14, to obtain the inflection list of a certain
word. And we collect functional words from an
English learning website 15.

3.4 Compared Models
In our experiments, we use the Pre-training De-
coder proposed by Zhao et al. (2019), the Denois-
ing Auto-encoder proposed by Zhao et al. (2019)
and the Error type w/ Data selection proposed
by Takahashi et al. (2020) as our compared models.
They are all based on the Transformer-copy archi-
tecture and are pre-trained with the One Billion
Word Benchmark corpus using the two-stage train-
ing strategy, which are the same with us. Therefore,
we group them together in experiment results in
Table 6.

In addition, we also compare our results with the
recent models proposed by Lichtarge et al. (2019)

12https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
13https://github.com/gutfeeling/word_forms
14https://www.cis.upenn.edu/%7Extag/
15https://7esl.com/

and Kiyono et al. (2019). They use the vanilla
Transformer without the copy mechanism as their
backbone model. For pre-training, Lichtarge et al.
(2019) utilize Wikipedia data, while Kiyono et al.
(2019) generate pseudo data from the Gigaword
corpus. Since their models and pre-training data
are different from us, we put them in another group
in experiment results.

3.5 Results and Analysis

The experimental results are shown in Table 6. We
list three groups of results for different models. The
first group is the result of the vanilla Transformer-
copy model without being pre-trained with pseudo
training data. The second group lists the results
of the models utilized data augmentation, all of
which are based on the Transformer-copy architec-
ture and share the data settings. We denote our
model as "Ours". The third group lists the results
of recent works that are different from us in model
architecture and pre-training data.

Firstly, we can see that the vanilla Transformer-
copy model without pre-training produces 52.7
F0.5 score, which is the worst compared with mod-
els in the second group. It shows that the pre-
training stage is important for improving the per-
formance of GEC task.

Secondly, we compare our model with previ-
ous state-of-the-art GEC models which also use
the data augmentation strategy. As shown in Ta-
ble 6, our model achieves 59.4 F0.5 score which
surpasses the Pre-training Decoder, the Denoising
Auto-encoder and the Error type w/ Data selec-
tion model by 2.2, 0.6 and 1.8 F0.5 score respec-
tively, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our
method. In addition, our model achieves the best
recall (38.3), which further demonstrates the gains
from the diversity of the error types and high qual-
ity synthetic data generate by our method.

Finally, we compare our model with two GEC
models using the vanilla Transformer architecture.
As shown in Table 6, our model (59.4 F0.5) sur-
passes the result of Lichtarge et al. (2019) (56.8
F0.5) by a large margin with using less amount of
pseudo data. However, our result is not higher than
that of Kiyono et al. (2019) which use back transla-
tion and edit operations for introducing grammat-
ical errors. We consider that there are two pos-
sible reasons. First, they use 70M pseudo data
for pre-training, which are 14 times much more
than us (5M). Second, they use the big settings
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Model #Pseudo Data P R F0.5

Vanilla Transformer-copy 0M (w/o pre-training) 65.8 29.3 52.7
Pre-training Decoder (Zhao et al., 2019) 30M 68.0 35.0 57.2
Denoising Auto-encoder (Zhao et al., 2019) 30M 69.0 37.0 58.8
Error type w/ Data selection (Takahashi et al., 2020) 10M 69.1 34.5 57.6
Real Error Patterns & Linguistic Knowledge (Ours) 5M 69.0 38.3 59.4
Lichtarge et al., 2019 (Lichtarge et al., 2019) 170M 65.5 37.1 56.8
Kiyono et al., 2019 (Kiyono et al., 2019) 70M 67.9 44.1 61.3

Table 6: Experimental results of the GEC models. The first section lists the result of the vanilla Transformer-
copy model without pretraining. The second section lists results of our proposed method and several baselines for
comparison, all of which are based on the Transformer-copy architecture. "Ours" denotes our method. We also
collect results of some relevant works in the third section. #Pseudo Data indicates the amount of pretraining data
used by each model. Bold indicates the highest score in each column.

of Transformer with 213M parameters, while our
Transformer-copy is a variant of Transformer-base
containing merely 97M parameters, which is much
more smaller in size than theirs. We believe that fur-
ther improvements of our proposed model can be
observed when adapting the Transformer-copy to
the big settings. In addition, it should be noted that
the precision of our model (69.0) is much higher
than that of Kiyono et al. (2019) (67.9), further
demonstrating the high quality of data generated
by our method.

As shown in Table 6, we use less augmentation
data for pre-training (5M) than all other models in
the second and the third group. For example, the
models proposed by Zhao et al. (2019) use 30M
augmentation data which is six times more than
ours, and the model of Kiyono et al. (2019) uses
70M data which is fourteen times more than ours.
We argue that the distribution of the augmented
data generated by our proposed noising schemes
are more close to that of the annotated data, which
helps the model converge more quickly with less
augmentation data.

4 Discussion

In order to prove the superiority of our proposed
method over other noising strategies and explore
different contributions of the proposed noising
schemes, we conduct several ablation studies. We
also give a case study to show the superiority of
our method in generating high-quality and diverse
pseudo data.

4.1 Ablation Studies

Our ablation studies contain two parts. In the first
part (Section 4.1.1), we compare the effectiveness

of our proposed noising strategy (real error pat-
terns & linguistic knowledge) with the edit opera-
tions noising strategy as well as the mixed of our
method with the edit operations. In the second part
(Section 4.1.2), We investigate the contribution of
each noising scheme to model performance. All
results in the two ablation studies are produced by
pre-training a Transformer-copy model with 200K
error-free Lang-8 sentences.

4.1.1 Noising Strategies Comparison
In this part, we compare our proposed noising strat-
egy (Ours) with the edit operations noising strategy
(Edits) used by Zhao et al. (2019) and Awasthi et al.
(2019). In addition, we also make a comparison
between using only our method (Ours) and using
the mixed of ours and the edit operation noising
strategy (Edits + Ours).

Noising Strategy Precision Recall F0.5

Edits 19.6 5.0 12.4
Edits + Ours 24.7 6.3 15.6
Ours 28.9 7.1 18.0

Table 7: Noising strategies Comparison.

From Table 7, we observe that our method pro-
duces the highest F0.5 score (18.0), beating those
of the edit operations strategy (15.6) and the mixed
(12.4). Specifically, our method produces both
higher precision and recall, proving that the human-
like errors generated by our method benefit the
model performance. When our method is combined
with edit operation noises, the performance drops
to 15.6. It may be that in a small dataset (200K in
the ablation experiments), real errors plays a more
important role in performance boosting and noises
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introduced by the edit operations noising strategy
reduce the quality of the augmented data and re-
sult in worse model performance. If the scale of
pre-training data increases, the mixed one (Edits +
Ours) may produce better results as random noises
can relief the model from overfitting.

4.1.2 Contribution of Each Noising Scheme
In this section, We investigate the contribution of
each noising scheme. In each time, we remove one
noising scheme while keeping the others. The re-
sults are shown in Table 8. All denotes the result of
using all noising schemes, and the following lines
are the results of removing one noising scheme
while keeping the remaining.

Noising Scheme Precision Recall F0.5

All 28.9 7.1 18.0
- Real Pattern 24.1 6.6 15.7
- Synonym 28.1 6.9 17.4
- Inflection 25.0 6.6 16.1
- Functional Word 26.6 6.8 16.8

Table 8: Contribution of each noising scheme. The first
row (All) is the result of using all noising schemes. And
the remaining are the results of removing one of the
noising schemes each.

From Table 8, we observe that using All nois-
ing schemes achieves the best F0.5 of 18.0. When
one of the noising schemes is removed each time,
the performance drops, showing that every noising
scheme is necessary for obtaining better perfor-
mance. When the four noising schemes are com-
bined together, the performance is boosted signif-
icantly, highlighting the importance of error di-
versity since different noising schemes generate
different types of errors. We also notice that re-
moving the real error pattern based noising scheme
results in the largest performance drop with a 4.8,
0.5 and 2.3 decrease in precision, recall and F0.5

respectively compared with All, proving that the
real error pattern based noising scheme plays the
most important role in improving the performance
of the GEC model.

4.2 Case Study
In order to demonstrate the superiority of our pro-
posed noising schemes, we show three sentences
noised using our noising schemes and using the
basic edit operations (random deletion, random in-
sertion, random substitution and random shuffling)
respectively (Figure 3).

As shown in Figure 3, the first line of each group
is the original sentence. The second line is the
sentence noised through the basic edit operations,
where we use the red color to denote the noised
words. The third line is the sentence noised using
our noising schemes, where we use the blue color
to denote the noised words. We can see that the sen-
tences noised with our proposed noising schemes
contain more errors that are similar to the real er-
rors made by learners. However, the sentences
noised by the basic edit operations contain some
unreal and low-quality noised errors. For example,
the second sentence augmented with the edit oper-
ations is noisy and not real, where the word "I" is
replaced with the word "Good" and the word "him"
is removed. However, the augmented sentence us-
ing our method makes more sense. For example,
the contraction "’m" is replaced with another con-
traction "’d" and the word "going" is replaced with
its inflection "go".

We can also see that the grammatical errors gen-
erated by our methods are more diverse. Take the
first sentence for example. The word "luck" is re-
placed by "luckily", which mimics an inflection
error. And the word "start" is replaced by "begin",
which is a synonym misuse error.

5 Related Work

Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) is the task
of automatically detecting and correcting gram-
matical errors of texts into natural and correct
forms. In recent years, different methods have
been proposed to improve the performance of the
GEC models. Early studies (Gamon et al., 2008;
Tetreault et al., 2010; Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011;
Berend et al., 2013; Rozovskaya and Roth, 2014)
take GEC as a classification task and rely much
on hand-crafted rules. More recently, the tech-
niques of statistical machine translation and neural
machine translation are applied to GEC and have
made remarkable performance (Behera and Bhat-
tacharyya, 2013; Junczys-Dowmunt and Grund-
kiewicz, 2016; Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018;
Chollampatt and Ng, 2018; Zhao et al., 2019;
Awasthi et al., 2019; Kiyono et al., 2019; Kaneko
et al., 2020; Omelianchuk et al., 2020; Zhao and
Wang, 2020).

Due to insufficient training data in the GEC task,
many data augmentation methods have been pro-
posed for generating synthetic pseudo training data
to improve the performance of GEC. We review
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Figure 3: Noised sentences generated by several augmentation methods. In each section of the table, the first line
is the clean sentence to noise. The second line is the sentence noised by the basic edit operations including random
deletion, random insertion, random substitution and random shuffling. The third line is the sentence noised by our
proposed noising schemes, which generate realistic errors.

the methods of data augmentation in detail in the
next several subsections.

Edit-based approach. Some data augmentation
methods focus on using edit operations for noise
introduction. Zhao et al. (2019) use four basic edit
operations for introducing errors. For each correct
sentence, they randomly delete, insert or substitute
some words with other randomly chosen words in
the dictionary, or shuffle adjacent words. Takahashi
et al. (2020) propose more fine-grained edit-based
data augmentation method. They replace words
with those of the same type, instead of substituting
words with random words chosen from the dictio-
nary.

Back translation approach. Some other
method focus on back translation based augmenta-
tion method (Kasewa et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018;
Htut and Tetreault, 2019; Lichtarge et al., 2019),
which attempt to train a sequence-to-sequence
model to translate correct sentences into wrong
ones. Kasewa et al. (2018) use a bidirectional
LSTM model for converting correct sentences into
wrong sentences. Xie et al. (2018) generate parallel
data by first training a CNN noising model with
the reversed GEC data, which turns error-free sen-
tences into wrong ones. The trained noising model
is then used for translating sentences in a clean
corpus into error-contained sentences. Htut and
Tetreault (2019) investigate and compare the effects
of the back translation augmentation method on
multiple neural models. Although the back transla-
tion augmentation method is intuitive, it requires a
relative large annotated corpus for training a nois-
ing model, which is also expensive.

Wikipedia-based approach. Some studies

utilize the large amount of edit records from
Wikipedia in different periods of time for data
augmentation (Boyd, 2018; Lichtarge et al., 2019).
Boyd (2018) use Wikipedia edits to generate syn-
thetic GEC data. They think that some Wikipedia
edits contain grammatical corrections, which are
similar to the corrections in the GEC dataset.
Lichtarge et al. (2019) extract source and target
sentence pairs from the Wikipedia edit histories
and treat them as real-world errors.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a data augmentation
method that incorporates real error patterns and
linguistic knowledge into the GEC task, which ef-
fectively generates high-quality and diverse syn-
thetic GEC data. Experimental results on public
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method. Especially, our method can produce
remarkable results with limited data, proving the
superiority of our approach and its potential usage
in low-resource scenarios.

In the future, we plan to fuse more linguis-
tic knowledge into the GEC data augmentation
to make training data more diverse. In addition,
we are also willing to explore hybrid augmenta-
tion methods by combining our proposed noising
schemes with other data augmentation methods
such as back-translation.
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